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 1. Describe the secret wish of a greedy circus performer who accidently ends up on a 

faraway planet. 

 I have to somehow get back to Earth and defeat my arch-nemesis, Ranker. Ever since he 

trapped me in that wormhole made by his cat, Omega 1, I’ve been sent to a foreign planet two 

galaxies away from Earth. I must find a way to fly back to Earth with my powers and fulfill my 

goal. Once I get back to Earth, I will commence again with the plan that was foiled by Ranker. I 

will use my Blu-ray to take over the world. As I’ve told Ranker before, the only people who still 

use VHS’s are the frost giant gypsies, otherwise known as the Canadians. The VHS I have right 

now contains plans for the Blu-ray. And no, it’s not the Blu-ray, which gives people amazing 

clarity on their films; I’m talking about the Blu-ray, which is my weapon of mass destruction. 

The Blu-ray has the power to make the world cold for 3-4 months, a second winter. With simple 

economics, the Canadians will use the Blu-ray to freeze all of the world’s crops, making the 

price of dry foods higher. The world’s favorite dry food is pancakes. No one can eat pancakes 

without syrup. The Canadian frost giants will then use their large export of syrup to take over the 

world. However, there is a catch to this. I’ve told Ranker how to counteract the effects of the 

Blu-ray with a Red-ray. The plans for the Red-ray are on a Blu-ray that I also made. Though it’s 

just a picture of a Red-ray on a Blu-ray that I used to make plans for the VHS containing the 

plans for my Blu-ray, Ranker will surely be able to figure out how to make one. But before that, I 

still have to find out how to get off this planet. 


